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Statement of the problem 

The accuracy of the coordinates of points using 

GPS/GNSS is estimated at 2-3 mm. The differences 

between the coordinates of points, that are defined using 

precise ephemeris by the two daily sessions of GPS-

observations, usually processing within 1-4 mm. At the 

same time, the analysis of daily determinations of 

coordinates of permanent GPS-points for long periods, 

such as one year, shows their age or trend changes, 

periodic oscillations (within 1 cm) and some "rebounds". 

Based on the study of GPS-observations permanent 

stations complex (certain number), which are located 

across the Earth's surface, set an implementation ITRF-

YY of terrestrial coordinate system ITRS is [13] to a 

certain age 20YY. Satellite measurements and coordinate 

system, that they are processed in, set are dependent on 

time, therefore they belong to a particular coordinate-time 

space, where both the coordinate system and the system 

of time measuring is some way selected and meet certain 

conditions. As follows, we can speak of a conditional 

coordinate-time space, that is accepted for a terrestrial 

coordinate system ITRS.  

This coordinate-time space (an implementation of 

terrestrial coordinate system ITRF) is established as a 

homogeneous, but the completion or "settlement" of this 

space by other points geodetic networks of points’ that 

are defined with different precision, turn it into 

inhomogeneous.  

Measurements and values or parameters, that are 

determined from their study, this includes the coordinates 

of points and the coordinate system or the coordinate-

time space, shall comply with standard units of 

measurements to provide their unity, precision and 

unambiguity as basic requirements (principles) of 

metrology.  

Analysis of recent research and publications 

In the mentioned coordinate-time space continental, 

regional, local geodetic networks are created. These 

include networks of active reference stations of 

differential GNSS (DGNSS), for example, EUPOS 

(European Position Determination System) [16], or a part 

of the network as a local: SAPOS - in Germany, ASG-

EUPOS - in Poland, CZPOS - in Czech, SK POS - in 

Slovakia, UA-EUPOS/ZAKPOS [8] - in Ukraine. Based 

on a network of permanent and the networks of active 

reference stations, both the local networks of active 

reference stations, that are designed to find a solution for 

the tasks of topography, cadastre, engineering geodesy, 

and the active geodetic networks for the monitoring of 

engineering structures develop [12]. Also based on the 

permanent stations, fundamental geodetic networks for 

metrological certification of GPS/GNSS-receivers and 

the control of the precision of methods for determining 

the parameters of satellite observations are established 

[10, 17].  

Due to the widespread use of GPS/GNSS technology, 

а concept of а geodetic navigation space arises [7]. In 

many cases [1, 3] geodetic networks are created by 

satellite (GPS/GNSS-measurements) and terrestrial (by 

electronic total station) methods, but processing is often 

performed separately: at first, the network of reference 

points is adjusted using satellite observations and 

geodetic networks, which are created by terrestrial 

methods,  develop between them. Herewith the 

processing of satellite observations are performed in a 

coordinate system, that is dependent on time, and 

terrestrial measurements are performed in a system, 

which the position of points is constant with time in. 

Thus, the uniqueness of the solution is violated [7], and 

therefore the basic principles of metrology are violated 

too. 

Statement of the purpose 

The above indicates the need to analyze the 

possibilities to preserve the accuracy of the reference 

coordinate system while defining new points and 

geodetic networks in the accepted system. At the same 

time, it is necessary to identify the conditions of 

preservation of the standard measurement unit in 

measurements, in coordinate system and in geodetic 

networks, the coordinates of the points of that are defined 

in the reference coordinate system. 

The main material 

The principles of metrology. Metrology is designed 

to provide the preservation of the unity of measurements 

by means of keeping unit of measurement equal to the 

standard. Measurements are carried out with errors, 

therefore the conformity of the unit of measurement of 

these measurements with the standard one is possible 

with a certain accuracy. 

The coordinate system in a gravitational field. 

Geodetic measurements are performed to determine the 

relative location of points of the Earth's surface and their 



possible changes over time. The location of points in 

space is determined in the spatial coordinate system, 

herewith it is known, that the movement is a 

characteristic of the existence of matter, so it is important 

for us to know the properties of the relative movement of 

points in space over time. It known from physics, [5] that 

the movement can be relative, namely the change of the 

position of one point relatively to another, or relatively to 

the coordinate system is determined - on one hand and 

with the passage of time - on the other hand. The change 

of the position of a point over time - is the speed of 

movement. Hence, the study of movement is possible in 

space and time.  

Considering that everything in space moves and 

changes (moves insignificantly), and this is possible by 

comparing the state space at different points in time 

(epochs), so coordinate systems in satellite geodesy are 

variable over time. Thus, we can note that the study of 

changes of the position of the points over time takes place 

in a coordinate-time space. 

Space and time are mutually connected values, 

because movement in space occurs over time. Time is a 

unit of space, if we know the speed of light as a constant 

(in vacuum).  

In addition, it is known that there is a phenomenon of 

gravity [2], which affects everything contained within its 

influence, namely in a gravitational field. The 

gravitational field has more capacity (influence), when it 

is closer to the body, that creates (generates) gravity by 

its weight, namely by the quantity of its potential energy. 

It is known that the gravitational field also affects the 

rectilinear movement of an electromagnetic wave, 

contorting or refracting its trajectory and attracting 

toward the center of mass. Since body of the Earth has a 

spheroid shape, a laser beam or collimating ray, which 

moves between points on the Earth's surface, distorts, 

"remaining" parallel to the surface, along that it moves , 

and the corresponding correction for this phenomenon in 

surveying is called  the correction of  the Earth’s 

curvature. The coordinate system is implemented by 

means of the observations of satellites and the 

measurements between points on the Earth’s surface. The 

Earth’s gravitational field acts on satellite or terrestrial 

measurements, the latter are performed by an electronic 

total station, as on the electromagnetic waves. For 

example, due to the Earth’s spheroid shape, the beam of 

light at line lengths longer than 500-600 m, significantly 

bents [11], turning in a curve of the second order.  

The space of a geocentric coordinate system is in the 

gravitational field of the Earth, which affects the 

coordinate lines, bending them through changing the 

saturation of the field with distance from the surface. The 

influence of the Earth's gravity decreases radially with 

distance from the surface, but also there is a constant 

influence of the gravitational fields of the Moon and the 

Sun and their periodically variable effect, that is caused 

by the movement of the Moon around the Earth, the 

Earth's movement along its orbit around the Sun and the 

rotation of the Earth’s body itself around its axis, which 

has an unequal distribution of mass inside. Thus, the 

space, in that a system of coordinates is created, is 

uneven due to the changes in the influence of the 

gravitational fields of the Earth’s, Moon’s and Sun’s 

bodies in all its points [5]. The atmosphere has a mass 

and it also creates an additional gravitational field, that 

varies with time due to the movement of the masses, as 

well as due to the changes in the density, that is caused 

by the changes of the meteorological data (temperature, 

atmospheric pressure, humidity). Axes of this coordinate 

system will not be straight lines and scale of the axes of 

coordinates will be variable, this way the scale is a 

function of position and time at each point of the space. 

If an electromagnetic wave propagates in space at the 

speed of light, gravity acts instantaneously. This means 

that gravity does not spread and already exists 

everywhere, where is a celestial body and to the limit of 

the effect of its field, which generated by mass. Celestial 

body moves along the orbit together with its gravitational 

field. Gravitational interaction between two celestial 

bodies arises as soon as their gravitational fields reach the 

tangible interaction. The rate of change (increase or 

decrease) of  the interaction between bodies depends on 

the relative velocity of the bodies along the line, that 

connects their centers of mass. Hence, the size of each 

celestial body composes of three parts: the size of the 

body itself, the thickness of the atmosphere, if it exists, 

and the radius of the effect of the gravitational field. 

All this affects both the electromagnetic signal and 

the body of the satellite, which moves under the influence 

of these effects, as forces, that cause acceleration in its 

movement. The observer from the Earth’s surface 

performs satellite or terrestrial measurements, based on 

which he implements a system of coordinates. Thus, the 

space of the coordinate system will be heterogeneous and 

uneven, therefore the scale of such coordinate space in 

each point of it will be different. It is pretty difficult and 

ambiguous to execute processing of measurements and 

determine the coordinates of points in space or any 

Earth’s model parameters (shape, size, external gravity 

field, rotation and orientation parameters of the Earth, its 

surface tier, movements of continental plates, changes of 

the Earth's surface, etc. ). in such a coordinate system. 

Simulation of the coordinate-time space. Even 

Newton, Lagrange, Hamilton in determining the laws of 

mechanics, in the derivation of differential equations to 

describe the movement of the point (body) pointed out 

the conditions, under that their action can provide the 

homogeneity of space [5]. The principle of Galilean 

relativity [5], Lorentz applied for transformations in the 

inertial coordinate systems, which move with velocities, 

that are close to the speed of light. The theory of 

relativity, in which the influence of the body’s 

gravitational field on the deflection of light rays is 

proved, is based on these transformations. 



Special and general relativity theories are used for 

description of the interaction of bodies and the change of 

the lengths of lines (intervals) in 4-dimensional inertial 

coordinate system, which move with velocities, that are 

close to the speed of light and a large curvature of space 

with large distances [2]. In small spaces, where the 

gravitational curvature of lines is not much different from 

the straight-line Euclidean space, it is enough to use 

straight-line spatial coordinate systems and the 

Newtonian potential theory to describe the movement of 

the satellite in the Earth’s gravitational field [14]. 

Herewith, it is necessary to introduce corrections for 

relativistic effects both in the movement of the satellite, 

and in satellite measurements. 

Thus, barycentric celestial ICRS and geocentric 

terrestrial ITRS 3-dimensional coordinate systems are 

used [6]. Axles of ICRS system are fixed in space and it 

is implemented as an inertial coordinate system ICRF 

using the catalog of coordinates of stars and quasars. In 

this system, the coordinates of the planets and satellites 

are determined. Coordinates of points on the Earth's 

surface are determined in the realization of terrestrial 

coordinate system ITRF, the axles of which are fastened 

to the Earth's body by the coordinates of permanent 

stations, that are determined by space geodesy techniques 

(SLR, LLR, GPS and DORIS), and have a daily rotation. 

The Earth’s coordinate system is also defined using the 

unit of length (meter), which is coherent with constant 

speed of light in vacuum. The error of the 

superimposition of centre of ITRF system with a 

geocenter 5 cm [6]. The scale factor, which for the 

system ITRF is 2 10
-9

, characterizes the internal accuracy 

(harmonization) of both the coordinate system and the 

geodetic network. 

The coordinate system ITRF is time-dependent 

because of the motions of continental plates, as well as 

the tides. Therefore, Galilean relativity principle is used 

to calculate the coordinates of points on different epochs 

[5] by the formulas 

, 

 

where X0, Y0, Z0  and Xt, Yt, Zt – are respectively the 

coordinates of points on the epoch t0 and t, , ,  are 

the rates of change of coordinates in this system. To take 

into account the load of tides of solid Earth on the change 

of the coordinates of points, a corresponding model can 

be determined. The study of such effects on the 

coordinates of GNSS-stations has shown [18] that this 

phenomenon can be simulated with errors 0.1-0.3 mm.  

The measured values. The gravitational field and 

the atmosphere also affect the measurements. The error of 

distance for the relativistic effect for the GPS-satellites is 

10 - 19 mm [4] and the effect on the satellite clock, as a 

generator of the fundamental frequency (10.23 MHz) of 

the satellite signal, is 4.55 10
-9

 MHz. The relative shift of 

the clock’s frequency of the GNSS-receiver through 

relativistic effect is on the level of 10
-12

, that after 3 h 

leads to an error of the clock around 10
-9

 s (error in 

following also influences the accuracy of the 

determination of the coordinates of points. 

1. The errors of ephemeris of the GPS-satellites 

currently can be estimated as follows: ephemeris, that 

come with the satellite signal (broadcast), are about 1 m 

[15], the precise ephemeris (final-files) are about 2.5 cm. 

2. The errors of incorporation of the impact of the 

troposphere and the ionosphere, are mainly about 1 - 3 

cm, but at high solar activity the error of account of the 

influence of the ionospheric refraction can increase 

several times. 

3. The value of errors of the drift of an antenna’s 

phase center of the GPS-receiver and the multipath of the 

satellite signal usually depends on the design of the 

antenna. The change of the phase center is at the level of 

1-2 mm for many of today's antennas, the impact of the 

multipath may be greater, that strongly depends on the 

situation surrounding the location of the observation 

point. 

Processing of observations. Special software 

packages are used for processing GPS/GNSS-

measurements. The theory of the processing algorithm 

has usually much better accuracy, than measurements are, 

but the computer programs of different companies may 

use different model parameters. And, in addition, the 

packages of the programs may have different purpose: 1) 

for high frequency processing of GNSS-measurements 

and for science research with the possibility to replace or 

choose models of phenomena, for example, models of 

incorporation of the troposphere’s influence, etc.; 2) for 

the construction of geodetic networks and for finding 

solutions of engineering problems; 3) for the topographic 

survey or navigational determination of place position. 

Despite the fact that the precision of algorithms is 

different, it is still higher than the accuracy of the 

measurements, but the parameters of models and 

fundamental constants should be used the same, as 

standard, that will ensure the unity of the units of 

measurements, because the values, which define the units 

of measurements in the physical models, are fundamental 

constants.  

In the case of joint processing of terrestrial and 

satellite measurements and using appropriate coordinate 

systems, it is necessary to ensure the uniqueness of their 

connection. To do this, the coordinates of points, that are 

identified by terrestrial methods at coordinate system, 

which is unchangeable with time, should be characterized 

by the epoch of the definition. 

Values, that are measured by terrestrial methods, are 

determined using satellite technology These values 

include distances between points, the differences of the 

altitudes of points or the results of GPS/GNSS-leveling, 



the determination of altitudes, simultaneously adjusting 

these with the results of the geometric leveling. To 

compare these values and their potential use in a joint 

adjustment, their unit measurement must meet the 

standard. While adhering the conditions of testing of the 

geodetic devices, it is also necessary to use the same 

values of fundamental constants, while individual 

processing of the measurements (satellite and terrestrial) 

before a joint adjustment. 

Geodetic metrology in the coordinate-time space. 

Geodetic measurements and the determination of any 

parameters from their study are performed in a coordinate 

system at a certain epoch, namely in a coordinate-time 

space. And this space must also meet the metrological 

requirements, which means to provide the required 

accuracy and unity of the measurement unit. In this case, 

the coordinate-time space becomes the reference for 

metrological certification of a standard geodetic network, 

a standard linear geodetic basis and geodetic instruments, 

that are verified using these standard objects. 

The place of a geodetic metrology in the coordinate-

time space consists of the following:  

1) the provision of the use of standard units of 

measurement, that are concerted with each other;  

2) the adoption and the recommendation for using of 

the list of fundamental constants and algorithms, which 

will be used during processing of geodetic measurements 

and modeling of the impact of the environment on the 

measurements;  

3) the calibration and testing of geodetic instruments 

for terrestrial and satellite measurements;  

4) the creation and metrological certification of 

standard fundamental geodetic networks and linear bases 

for testing geodetic devices, including GPS/GNSS-

receivers;  

5) the provision of unity of the unit of measurement 

at the joint adjustment of the results of terrestrial and 

satellite measurements.  

Thus, the accuracy of the determination of 

coordinates of permanent points and their temporal 

changes, as fiducial points of the coordinate system, 

indicate the accuracy of the realization of the coordinate 

system in time, namely in a coordinate-time space. The 

level of geodynamic changes is bigger than the level of 

accuracy of measurements less than on an order, and, 

consequently, the same attitude is between the accuracy 

of the measurements and modeling of the atmosphere and 

gravity field. Therefore, the impact of these effects on the 

accuracy of measurements should be the one more task of 

metrology.  

Conclusions  

1. The realizations of the global geocentric 

coordinate system ITRF are based on standard units of 

measurements (meter and the speed of light in vacuum), 

that adjusted with each other. 

2. The metric of coordinate-time space in ITRF 

coordinate system is defined by the reference coordinates 

of points, which fixed at a certain epoch and were used in 

its creation.  

3. Determining of the coordinates of new points in 

this coordinate system can be achieved through 

simultaneous observation of satellites GPS/GNSS on 

those reference stations and points of geodetic networks, 

whose location needs to be determined. Herewith, 

ephemeris of GNSS satellites must be determined in the 

same coordinate system. 

4. It should be noted, that the new points, whose 

coordinates are defined in this realization of the Earth’s 

coordinate system ITRF, do not implement the coordinate 

system itself. This is because the addition of new points 

to the implemented coordinate system changes the system 

itself. 

5. The checking of this can be done by determining 

the parameters of the transformation between the 

coordinates of points, that implement the coordinate 

system, and their new definition at fixed coordinates of 

points, which are added using them as input. 

6. Geodetic network of points, that are determined in 

a particular coordinate system, do not take part in the 

implementation of the system of coordinates themselves. 

This is caused by the bigger absolute errors of 

coordinates of determined points in a given coordinate 

system. 

7. The increase of the absolute errors of coordinates 

of points does not affect the internal precision of the 

geodetic network. 

8. Thus, we can state that the realization of ITRF 

coordinate system, using new points, that are determined 

in the same system, at least, already would not be 

homogeneous, and its overall accuracy, using all the 

points, that are defined in the coordinate system, reduces. 

9. The use of the networks of active reference 

stations to determine the coordinates of points in real-

time or with processing GPS/GNSS-measurements after 

observations gives the opportunity to determine the 

coordinates of points with even greater absolute errors of 

coordinates of new points in a particular implementation 

of Earth’s coordinate system ITRF. 

10. The change of the scale factor of the coordinate 

system with new points characterizes the accuracy of this 

system. 
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Metrology of coordinate-time space 

I. Trevoho, I. Tsyupak 

 

In this article reviewed the metrological aspects of 

the Earth's coordinate system ITRF, maintaining its 

accuracy in determining new points and geodetic 

networks in this system.
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